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Abstract
Given the recent shift in scholarly attention from the quantity to the quality of media accessibility (MA), this paper aims to 
provide an account of how the assessment of quality in MA may be negotiated across researchers, regulators, companies 
and users. Taking as an example the use of the NER model to assess live subtitling quality, it focuses on what each party 
needs to do and compromise on, so that a consensus can be reached and quality in MA can be assessed. It covers firstly the 
role played by researchers, who are normally expected to develop rigorous models of assessment while, at the same time, 
ensuring that they are transferable to the industry. The focus is then placed on media regulators, which must often make a 
choice between adopting a soft or a hard approach. The former tackles quality only superficially and may have little effect 
on professional practice or on the viewers’ experience. The latter requires investing time and resources to conduct research, 
but it also results in tangible improvements in quality. As for companies, they must be willing to accept external reviews and 
even to modify their training, but they can also benefit from the improved performance of their staff. Finally, in order to have 
a voice in this area, the users may be expected to engage with the method and the results of the quality assessment. This can 
enable them to have more informed and realistic demands that can lead to effective changes and, ultimately, to better access.
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1 Introduction

Over the past years, an increasing number of publications 
[14, 35, 46] on audiovisual translation (AVT) and especially 
media accessibility (MA) have been using as a starting point 
the fact that scholarly attention in these areas is shifting from 
quantity to quality. This has also been confirmed by other 
key actors in the field, such as access service providers, 
user associations and governmental regulators. The UMAQ 
project1 (which aims to provide a unified theoretical frame‑
work for understanding quality in MA), its conference and 
this issue of UAIS offer further evidence of the key place 
that the issue of quality now occupies in this area. However, 
there is much less consensus regarding how quality can be 

approached, which in turn reflects the difficulty in agreeing 
on what quality really means:

What is quality in translation? Quality is about as elu‑
sive an idea as ‘happiness’, or indeed, ‘translation’. 
Quality means very many different things depending 
on your perspective. To those in translation manage‑
ment, the concept is often associated with processes, 
work flows and deadlines. To professionals, quality is 
often a balancing act between input and efficiency. To 
academics, it is often a question of equivalence and 
language use [44].

Despite the complexity involved in specifying what consti‑
tutes quality, “many people have to judge translation qual‑
ity on a daily basis: revisers, editors, evaluators, teachers, 
not to mention the subtitlers themselves, and of course: 
the viewers” (ibid). In order to do this, quality assessment 
methods are often needed. This only compounds matters 
further, given the difficulty involved in finding models that 
can be accepted by all parties and that can obtain compa‑
rable results that have an impact on professional practice 
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and ultimately on the experience of the users. First of all, 
researchers are not always willing to propose this type of 
assessment model, given that there is no certainty that it 
will produce reliable results in the medium or long term. 
Secondly, even if an assessment model is accepted by the 
research community, its impact on the industry is far from 
guaranteed. As will be explained in Sect. 4, regulators are 
sometimes more keen to encourage an increase in quality 
in general terms than to set up a monitoring system with 
a specific model. In turn, as shown in a report by the UK 
regulator Ofcom [37], pp. 9–11, companies often prefer to 
stick to their own in‑house quality control methods than to 
be subject to an external assessment process that may be 
time‑consuming and that can trigger comparisons with their 
competitors.

However, examples such as the use of the NER model 
[48] to assess live subtitling quality around the world show 
that finding consensus across different stakeholders regard‑
ing quality assessment in MA is by no means impossible. 
Subtitling is one of the modalities included within MA, 
along with others such as sign language interpreting or audio 
description for blind and partially sighted people. Unlike 
pre‑recorded subtitling, live subtitling has to be produced in 
real time, which leads to delay and errors. Accuracy in live 
subtitling is thus an important factor and the NER model 
is one of the several methods to assess it. First introduced 
in 2015, the NER model is now being used by universities, 
broadcasters and companies in Europe, Australia, Africa and 
America [52]. It is also recommended by the International 
Communication Union, the United Nation’s agency for infor‑
mation and communication technologies, as the preferred 
method to assess the quality of remote captioning [32].

Based on the experience with the NER model and on the 
research conducted so far regarding quality assessment in 
translation (Sect. 2), this article aims to provide an account 
of how the assessment of quality in MA may be negotiated 
across researchers (Sect. 3), regulators (Sect. 4), companies 
and users (Sect. 5). More specifically, it focuses on what 
each party needs to do and compromise on so that a con‑
sensus can be reached and quality in MA can be assessed.

2  Quality assessment in translation

Over the past few years, researchers have been calling for 
a wide and universalistic view of media accessibility that 
concerns not only persons with sensory disabilities but 
anyone who cannot, or cannot completely, access audio‑
visual content in its original form [28, 51]. This is in line 
with the recent EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive 
(2016), which is targeted at both persons with sensory 
impairments and older people, and with the latest inter‑
national standard on subtitling, ISO/IEC DIS 20071‑23 

[57], which cites as its main target users not only persons 
with hearing loss but also persons with learning or cogni‑
tive difficulties, persons who cannot hear the audio con‑
tent due to environmental conditions (noisy surroundings 
or circumstances where the sound is not available or not 
appropriate) and persons watching a movie in a non‑native 
language. In other words, MA may be seen to encompass 
AVT. However, MA has traditionally been regarded as 
a sub‑unit within AVT [42] VIII. In turn, AVT has only 
recently been seen to come of age and become independ‑
ent from the parent discipline of translation studies [19], 
where translation quality assessment (TQA) has tradition‑
ally been a key issue of debate [31].

As explained by Doherty [22], TQA aims to “ensure a 
specified level of quality is reached, maintained, and deliv‑
ered to the client, buyer, user, reader, etc., of translated 
texts”. TQA is thus important for translator training, profes‑
sional certification and for the analysis of the performance 
of translation technologies such as machine translation. 
In translation studies, TQA has been approached “from a 
theoretical and case study perspective” (ibid:132), dealing 
with issues such as source text versus target text focus or 
the purpose and function of translations, as well as with 
challenges such as subjectivity [10, 11, 33, 55], lack of sys‑
tematic approaches [10, 30, 54] and inconsistency in termi‑
nology [12]. However, in Doherty’s view, the main issue in 
TQA is “the lack of explicit operationalization of concepts” 
and the “non‑adherence to established standards upheld 
in test theory, namely those related to validity, reliability, 
and the selection of evaluators” (2017, p. 132). Validity is 
generally regarded as the extent to which a model/assess‑
ment method measures what it is supposed to measure [53]. 
Internal validity concerns the aspects assessed as part of 
the test and external validity refers to whether or not the 
results can be extrapolated beyond the test [20]. Reliability 
refers to the degree of consistency of the test results across 
different evaluators [9, 15]. This leads to the notion of inter‑
rater agreement and to the importance of the selection and 
training of evaluators.

Other key concepts for the purpose of this article may 
be derived from the use of TQA in the industry and, more 
specifically, from the analysis of machine translation output, 
which often presents a choice between human and (semi‑) 
automatic assessment. Human evaluation offers the benefit 
of rationale judgement but also the disadvantages derived 
from subjectivity [33] and time [22]. Automatic evalua‑
tion with metrics such as BLEU—BiLingual Evaluation 
Understudy [43], GTM—General Text Matcher [59] and 
TER—Translation Edit Rate [56] is less time‑consuming 
but cannot make sophisticated judgements about idiomatic‑
ity, naturalness, etc. Drawing on a large‑scale survey [21], 
Doherty explains that TQA in the industry tends to resort to 
a combination of customised and customer‑focused human 
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evaluation and semi‑automated methods that deduct errors 
of different severity (i.e. minor, major, critical) in a selected 
sample and provide a result that may or may not achieve a 
previously set quality threshold and that is presented to the 
users in a simple form (i.e. traffic light or star system).

Although there are differences between TQA and qual‑
ity assessment in MA, many of the aspects mentioned here 
(validity, reliability, focus on the customers/viewers, etc.) 
apply to the discussion presented in this article, as will be 
shown in the following sections.

3  The researchers’ role in quality assessment

Drawing on the lessons learnt from TQA and on the expe‑
rience obtained with the introduction and development of 
the NER model, this section includes some of the basic 
requirements that a model for the assessment of quality in 
MA may be expected to meet. From the point of view of the 
researcher, such model would need to be, at the very least, 
rigorous (research‑informed, valid, reliable, user‑focused) 
and transferable (straightforward, flexible and valid for 
training).

3.1  Rigour

If a model is research‑informed, it may help to dispel the 
fears of subjectivity that are often attached to what are 
regarded as prescriptive models based on the individual 
experience of the researcher. In the case of the NER model, 
its formula (number of respoken words – edition errors – rec‑
ognition errors/number of respoken words × 100) draws first 
of all on the basic principles of WER (word error rate) as 
applied by the US National Institute of Standards and Tech‑
nology and on its adaptation by the Centre de Recherche 
Informatique de Montréal (CRIM) [50]. The classification 
of errors in terms of severity (minor, standard and serious) 
is based on the research project set up in 2010 by the Carl 
and Ruth Shapiro Family National Center for Accessible 
Media [8] and especially on the findings of the EU‑funded 
DTV4ALL project [47]. The results of the questionnaires 
and focus groups conducted as part of the latter project 
yielded a distinction between three different types of errors 
as far as impact on viewers’ comprehension is concerned: 
minor errors that do not impact on comprehension (which 
prompted respondents to note “we are deaf, not stupid”), 
standard errors that cause the viewers to lose information 
and often to be perplexed at the oddity of the subtitle out‑
put (which led some users to say that “we now can speak 
English and teletext”) and finally serious errors that may 
not be noticed by the viewers but that create a different (and 
credible) meaning in the subtitles (considered by viewers 
as “lies”).

In order to have validity, the model must measure the 
dimensions that determine quality in the specific MA 
modality at hand. In the case of the NER model, the 
dimensions covered are accuracy, speed and delay, as 
agreed following official consultations by governmental 
regulators in the UK and Australia with broadcasters, sub‑
titling companies, researchers and user associations [40]. 
One of the key aspects of accuracy is editing or, more pre‑
cisely, the extent to which the condensation that is often 
found in live subtitling causes or not loss of information. 
At the moment, this can only be done manually, hence the 
need to have a human evaluator using the NER model. 
This adds a degree of subjectivity that can be mitigated if 
the model is reliable.

The reliability of the model requires the calculation of the 
inter‑rater (dis)agreement between evaluators, who, prior to 
this, must be selected and trained. For the official assess‑
ments of live subtitling quality in the UK and Canada, con‑
ducted in collaboration with the governmental regulators and 
the national broadcasters, bespoke sessions were organised 
to train professional subtitlers from the different companies 
involved to become NER‑certified evaluators. For LiRICS, 
the first official certification of respeakers, the assessment 
is being carried out by a team of NER‑certified external 
evaluators belonging to the research group GALMA (Gali‑
cian Observatory for Media Accessibility) [49]. The average 
inter‑rater disagreement found for the Ofcom project, that is, 
the average discrepancy amongst the 30 evaluators assess‑
ing a sample of 78,000 subtitles from 300 programmes over 
2 years, was 0.09% [50]. This is the equivalent of 0.25 on a 
0/10 scale and can thus be considered a low (and satisfac‑
tory) inter‑rater disagreement.

Finally, a rigorous model for the assessment of quality 
in MA may be expected to be user‑focused, in line with the 
second of the three shifts produced by the accessibility revo‑
lution according to Greco: the change from a maker‑centred 
to a user‑centred approach [28]. The exact role played by 
the users will be discussed more thoroughly in Sect. 5, but 
suffice it to argue that in the case of the NER model, as noted 
above, the different degrees of error severity (and thus the 
final score) are determined by the impact that an error may 
have on the users. In other words, unlike marking systems 
for translation or MA courses at university [13], the score 
does not take into account other factors such as, for instance, 
the difficulty involved in subtitling a specific programme. 
This is valued and noted in the assessment, but the accuracy 
rate produced by the NER model is based exclusively on the 
experience of the user. A second involvement of the users, 
which perhaps refers to whether a model is user‑informed, 
rather than user‑focused, lies in the extent to which the 
results produced by a model are in line with the users’ view 
of quality. This has traditionally been an issue in the area of 
TQA [45]. As far as the NER model is concerned, recent 
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research has found positive correlations between NER scores 
and the users’ views of the quality of live subtitling output 
in countries such as Canada and Poland [1, 58].

3.2  Transferability

The above requirements can contribute to guarantee that 
a model is solid and as objective as possible, and that its 
results are replicable. However, they do not suffice to guar‑
antee that it will have an impact on society, instead of sim‑
ply sitting in an academic publication. For a model to be 
taken up by the industry, it needs to be transferable, which is 
regarded here as being straightforward, flexible and valid for 
training. This involves difficult decisions for the researcher, 
who may need to simplify elements of the model to make it 
more accessible for the evaluators without necessarily com‑
promising its rigour.

The need for a model to be informed by previous research 
and to have both validity and reliability may lead to com‑
plex methods that can be perfectly valid for scientific pur‑
poses and can produce transferable results, but that can also 
prove too complicated or time‑consuming for the industry 
to apply it regularly. It thus becomes necessary to ensure 
that the model is, to a certain extent, straightforward to 
understand and apply. The NER model, for example, was 
designed to be as easy to use as possible, with only two 
types of errors (edition and recognition) and three levels of 
severity (minor, standard, serious). The downside is that the 
information it provides is not as thorough as, for example, 
the model devised by Eugeni [24], which can yield a much 
more detailed analysis of the causes and types of errors in 
live subtitling. The advantage of the NER model is that it 
is relatively easy to understand. This is essential consider‑
ing that in large‑scale projects, researchers are unlikely to 
be able to train all evaluators, which means that some of 
them will be receiving the model second‑hand. Despite the 
simplicity of the NER model, the fact that it is based on 
the comparison between the original audio and the subtitles 
and thus needs a transcript of the programme to be analysed 
makes it appropriate for the analysis of random samples but 
too time‑consuming for daily use at a company.

Another key aspect of the simplicity of a model lies in the 
results it produces, which should be measurable and recog‑
nisable. For the sake of argument, these results can be based 
on metrics or not based on metrics and, in the case of the 
former, these metrics may be regarded as cold or warm. Not 
using metrics allows for more nuanced assessments and may 
be particularly suited to certain arts‑related disciplines, but it 
can also lead to subjective, inconsistent and non‑transferable 
results. In contrast, metrics have the potential to produce 
results that are easy to follow as long as the final scores 
are presented in an accessible manner. There are, however, 
some attached risks, as was revealed by the experience with 

the NER model. Firstly, this model has a quality threshold 
of 98%, which means that, what for the average user may 
be a very high score (i.e. 96%), for the reviewers equates 
to virtually unreadable subtitles. This made it necessary to 
adapt the scores to a 1/10 scale, where the different values 
were classified in four groups: poor, good, very good and 
excellent subtitles [50]. Secondly, the focus on the numbers 
(and especially on the final accuracy rate) by the media that 
reported on the results of the Ofcom project meant that the 
assessment that accompanied every final score went unno‑
ticed. The model was then seen to provide cold metrics and 
to reduce the complex issue of quality to a single number. 
In reality, though, in the NER model it is the assessment 
that matters, as it contextualises the score and provides a 
thorough analysis of its impact and causes.

The transferability of a model may also be helped by its 
flexibility. When first used in Canada, where live subtitles are 
mainly produced by stenotyping, as opposed to respeaking, 
the NER model was modified [18]. From a terminological 
point of view, a proposal was made to change the labels used 
for the different types of errors to terms that were deemed 
more accessible to the users. More substantially, two of the 
error types were slightly modified to account for the errors 
that normally occur with steno‑made subtitles as opposed to 
respoken ones. Here, the researcher may need to weigh up 
the benefits of having a single model that can produce com‑
parable results across countries against the need to localise 
it so that it can account for the different national practices.

Finally, another important element for a model to be 
transferable is the extent to which it is valid for training. 
Even though the need for rigour may make it impossible 
for a model to be used on a daily basis in the industry, if 
it is valid for training, it will have an impact not only on 
how media accessibility is assessed but also on how it is 
practiced in the first place. The NER model is not used on a 
daily basis, but the fact that many of the main live subtitling 
companies in the world are using it for training (for example, 
the distinction between minor, standard and serious errors) 
creates a degree of consistency (i.e. respeakers are assessed 
on the model they have been trained with) and may contrib‑
ute to the comparability of the results.

4  Regulators

Media regulation can be described as the process whereby 
governments and other political and administrative authori‑
ties control or guide, through established rules and proce‑
dures, different kinds of media activities such as press, radio, 
television, film, recorded music and the Internet [34]. In 
the case of broadcasting, regulation takes many forms, from 
laws and clauses in national constitutions to administrative 
procedures and technical specifications. It often involves 
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intervention in broadcasters’ activities with the following 
aims: ensuring universal accessibility to broadcast services, 
equitable broadcast concessions, diversity in social, politi‑
cal, cultural and local/regional terms, high quality of content 
with particular reference to information, education, advertis‑
ing, culture, taste and decency and adherence to the basic 
interests of the state in matters of security and good order 
[27, 29]. Accessibility is, thus, at the very core of media 
regulation, which means that the provision of MA services 
is within the remit of media regulators.

A quick look at the role played by media regulators in 
different countries shows at least two different approaches 
to the assessment of quality in MA, especially regarding 
live subtitling: the soft, complaint‑driven approach adopted 
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the 
US and the Australian Communications and Media Author‑
ity (ACMA) in Australia or the hard, audit‑based approach 
chosen by the Office of Communications (Ofcom) in the UK 
and the Canadian Radio‑television and Telecommunications 
(CRTC) in Canada.

4.1  Soft approaches: the US and Australia

As part of the Telecommunications Act, the FCC adopted in 
1996 the first set of rules regulating the provision of closed 
captioning on television, the Closed Captioning of Video 
Programming on Television [25], to ensure that all Ameri‑
cans can have access to video services and programmes. 
The initial focus of these closed captioning obligations 
was quantity rather than quality. The FCC admits that they 
expected video providers to introduce captioning quality 
controls through their agreements with captioning com‑
panies, which would then result in high‑quality captions. 
However, as shown by hundreds of complaints received by 
the FCC every year, “the marketplace alone has not provided 
effective incentives for all providers to maintain good quality 
captioning” [25], p. 16). The widespread frustration with the 
poor quality and inconsistency of captioning quality led the 
FCC to publish in 2014 an Order dealing specifically with 
closed captioning quality as a means to ensure that broadcast 
material is “fully accessible through the provision of closed 
captions” [26], p. 18), in accordance with the mandates of 
Section 713 of the Communications Act. The Order identi‑
fied four parameters to assess closed captioning quality [26], 
p. 20): accuracy (when captions reflect the content of the 
programme and identify speakers), synchrony (when cap‑
tions match the dialogue and sounds and are displayed at a 
readable speed), completeness (when captions are provided 
for the entire programme) and adequate placement (when 
captions do not obscure or are not obscured by other on‑
screen information).

With regard to live captioning, the Order takes into 
consideration “the challenges associated with accurately 

captioning such programming” (2014, p. 30). It also expects 
content providers to adhere to a set of best practices, such as 
using metrics to assess accuracy, synchronicity, complete‑
ness and placement of live captions, establishing minimum 
acceptable thresholds and performing regular sample audits. 
The Order even goes as far as to explain how accuracy and 
latency should be measured, proposing a formula that is very 
similar to that of the NER model. However, as noted by 
consumer groups, the fact that a particular process is fol‑
lowed in the production of a programme “cannot cure the 
program’s inaccessibility if the process ultimately results in 
poor‑quality captions” [26], p. 37. For these groups, met‑
rics are necessary to assess “the ultimate quality of captions 
delivered to consumers” [26], p. 37. However, the FCC did 
not share this view [26], p. 44:

this order rejects the need for the Commission to “iden‑
tify clear metrics for determining the completeness, 
accuracy, readability, and synchronicity of program‑
ming.” Rather, by (1) defining standards that comprise 
good quality captions, and taking into consideration 
the extent to which compliance with these standards 
can be achieved for various types of programming, and 
(2) requiring video programming distributors (VPDs) 
to obtain certification from programmers that they are 
either complying with the quality standards or with 
Best Practices, we focus more on the end result – i.e. 
the provision of captions that effectively convey video 
programming content for people who are deaf and hard 
of hearing to the same extent that the audio track con‑
veys this content to people who do not rely on captions 
– than a strict numeric accuracy standard that may be 
more burdensome, yet less effective in ensuring that 
viewers can fully understand the captions.

In practical terms, this means that there is no real assess‑
ment of (live) captioning quality. Firstly, because this soft 
approach is based on reaction to user complaints(2014, p. 
43):

We will rely on consumers to bring any potential non‑
compliance with our captioning quality standards to 
our attention. We believe that a consumer‑complaint‑
driven procedure, rather than an audit‑driven one, is 
the most practical means to monitor industry compli‑
ance with our rules.

Secondly, and most importantly, the Order does not 
include information about how the above‑mentioned param‑
eters (which in fact refer to pre‑recorded rather than live 
captions) can be applied to the assessment of quality. When 
does an omission in the captions qualify as an error? Are 
all errors equally serious? What kind of latency is consid‑
ered acceptable or inacceptable? Even if the Order is to be 
applied to complaints, how can these parameters allow the 
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comparison between two sets of captions from two different 
complaints? In short, the Order may be regarded as a timely 
and useful document to highlight the importance of caption‑
ing quality and to identify the aspects that determine this 
quality, but it is not designed to enable quality assessment. 
The risk here is that just as captioning quality decreased 
due to the lack of effective incentives following the 1996 
FCC guidelines, this 2014 Order is unlikely to persuade con‑
tent providers to tackle the complex issue of live captioning 
quality by themselves, which can potentially undermine the 
impact of the Order and the reason why it was drafted in the 
first place.

In Australia, following consultations with the television 
industry, television captioning service providers and com‑
munity representative groups, ACMA published in 2013 its 
Television Captioning Standard, which aimed to ensure that 
“captioning services provided for television programs are 
meaningful to deaf and hearing‑impaired viewers” [4], p. 
2. ACMA ruled out the use of metrics and decided that “a 
holistic approach would be taken when assessing the qual‑
ity of a captioning service provided for a program” [3]. The 
Standard identified three parameters to assess captioning 
quality [4], pp. 3–5: readability (legible colour and font, line 
break and segmentation, punctuation, position and number 
of lines), accuracy (transfer of content, tone of voice, sound 
effects and music and extent to which the captions are verba‑
tim or, if not, reflect the actual meaning of the spoken con‑
tent) and comprehensibility (speaker identification, reading 
time, synchrony with the audio, spelling, shot changes). It 
is a similar approach to that of the FCC in the US, and one 
that does not apply to live captioning, where accuracy and 
delay/synchrony cannot be assessed in the same way as it is 
done for pre‑recorded captioning.

In view of this issue, the ACMA undertook in 2016 a 
review of its TV Captioning Quality Standard to consider 
how the differences between live and pre‑recorded programs 
may affect the quality of television captions. For this review, 
ACMA put in place a consultation process with caption‑
ing providers, broadcasters, user associations and caption 
users, organised several events with key stakeholders, issued 
a consultation paper for public comment and studied differ‑
ent international approaches to the assessment of live cap‑
tioning quality, especially in the US, the UK and Canada. 
After this extensive consultation process, ACMA decided 
to maintain the Standard’s approach to assessing captioning 
quality. The only minor modification to the Standard is this 
note under paragraph 6 [5], p. 3:

While noting that it is not authorised to determine that 
a lower quality of captioning service is acceptable for 
a kind of program or program material (see subsec‑
tion 130ZZA(2B) of the Act), in determining this 
Standard, the ACMA has considered the differences 

(including time constraints for live content) between 
providing captioning services for live and pre‑recorded 
television programs; and wholly live or wholly pre‑
recorded television programs and television programs 
that include both live and pre‑recorded program mate‑
rial (see subsection 130ZZA(2A) of the Act).

ACMA considered the use of metrics and more spe‑
cifically the NER model to assess captioning quality, but 
decided against it for being too onerous on live captioning 
providers, too lenient on pre‑recorded captioning providers, 
too prescriptive and complex, and finally for not account‑
ing for captions that are edited but do not necessarily lose 
information and for comparing audio and captions instead 
of focusing on viewer comprehension (2016, pp. 8–9). 
Some of these arguments may be regarded as questionable. 
Firstly, the NER model is not so much lenient but simply 
not suited to the analysis of pre‑recorded captions. It was 
designed exclusively for live captions. Secondly, the possi‑
bility of edited captions is factored in the analysis, whether 
this edition causes the loss of information (editing error) or 
not (correct edition). Finally, the model does compare audio 
with captions but the classification of errors, the score and 
the final assessment are all based on how the quality of the 
captions impacts on the viewers’ experience.

In any case, ACMA opted for a non‑metric approach as 
the most appropriate way to ensure that the quality of a cap‑
tioning service is meaningful to deaf and hearing‑impaired 
viewers. This is the so‑called ‘meaningful access’ test (2016, 
p. 20), which, according to ACMA, is best achieved by 
addressing the non‑metric factors outlined in the Television 
Captioning Standard (accuracy, readability and comprehen‑
sibility). However, as in the US, since neither the standard 
nor its review include any information about how these non‑
metric factors can be applied to an assessment of quality and 
since the ACMA’s modus operandi is to investigate only 
captioning complaints, there is no real assessment of (live) 
captioning quality. This is evidenced by the fact that the 
full captioning results published by ACMA over the past 
years [6, 7] include only information about captioning quo‑
tas (quantity), but not about quality.

In other words, soft approaches to quality assessment in 
MA such as those adopted by the US and Australia in the 
area of live captioning have value because they raise aware‑
ness, trigger discussions amongst key stakeholders and often 
result in the inclusion of content on quality in official cap‑
tioning standards. However, this content is often vague and 
not suitable for the assessment of actual captions, which 
means that these soft approaches may end up having very 
little or no impact on the quality of the captions and the 
experience of the viewers.
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4.2  Hard approaches: the UK and Canada

In the UK, Section 3 of the Communications Act (2003) 
establishes that Ofcom should have regard to the needs of 
persons with disabilities and requires the regulator to pre‑
pare and periodically review a code guiding broadcasters on 
how they can “promote the understanding and enjoyment of 
their services by people with sensory impairments, including 
people with hearing impairments” [38]. Until 2013, Ofcom 
had published several updates of its guidance [41]. They 
included some aspects related to quality, but the focus was 
mainly on quantity, that is, setting increasingly high subti‑
tling quotas for broadcasters to meet. Once these quotas were 
met and approached 100%, Ofcom turned its attention to 
quality and particularly to live subtitling, the most challeng‑
ing form of subtitling and the source of most complaints. 
In May 2013, Ofcom published a consultation document in 
order to gather views from broadcasters, researchers, sub‑
title providers and user associations as to how to improve 
the quality of live subtitling on UK TV [37]. Although this 
is a very similar process to the ones started in the US and 
Australia by the FCC and the ACMA, Ofcom chose to adopt 
a more research‑based approach, taking time to learn about 
the latest findings in live subtitling in an attempt to establish 
“the facts behind the understandably non‑scientific obser‑
vations of subtitle users” [36], p. 6. This enabled Ofcom 
to identify three key dimensions that are essential in, and 
specific to, live subtitling (speed, latency and accuracy), in 
contrast to the more general captioning dimensions estab‑
lished in the US (accuracy, synchrony, completeness and 
placement) and Australia (readability, accuracy and com‑
prehensibility). Acknowledging the complexity involved in 
live subtitling, Ofcom noted that there was scope for “small 
but significant improvements”, which, taken together, could 
result in “an appreciable difference over time to the quality 
of the viewing experience for those relying upon subtitles to 
understand and enjoy television” (2013a, p. 6).

Following its consultation, Ofcom decided to undertake a 
two‑year assessment of the quality of live subtitling on UK 
TV. From March 2013 until March 2015, broadcasters were 
asked to measure and report on the quality (accuracy, latency 
and speed) of their live subtitles, based on four samples of 
news programmes, entertainment and chat shows. Broad‑
casters were asked to apply the NER model for this analysis, 
given its use by researchers and companies in other coun‑
tries, and a team of experts at the University of Roehamp‑
ton was asked to validate the measurements provided by the 
broadcasters from a third‑party standpoint. The results of 
this project show a steady increase in the accuracy of live 
subtitles, both per genre and per broadcaster, and a signifi‑
cant decrease in latency [50]. As noted by Ofcom [39], other 
noticeable improvements relate to an increased awareness 
amongst programme producers of the need to collaborate 

with (and deliver content earlier to) subtitling companies, 
which resulted in a significant increase in subtitling quality. 
Finally, Ofcom highlights that the research project has pro‑
vided a great deal of knowledge about the trade‑offs involved 
in live subtitling, which means that broadcasters, companies 
and users can now take more informed decisions regarding 
the improvement of live subtitling quality.

In Canada, the Broadcasting Regulatory Policy 2012‑362 
drafted by the CRTC in 2012 approved the compulsory qual‑
ity standards for English‑language closed captioning. The 
standards included information on how to monitor accuracy 
rate and a requirement for broadcasters to provide the Com‑
mission, every 2 years, with evidence of efforts made to 
improve the accuracy of captioning. In their first biennial 
report to the Commission [23], the broadcasters complained 
that the required accuracy rate of 95% for live captions was 
not achievable under the assessment model chosen by the 
CRTC. This model calculated accuracy exclusively by com‑
paring the on‑screen captions with a verbatim transcription 
of program audio. Every discrepancy was thus penalised as 
an error, thus ruling out the possibility of correct editions in 
captions. This model may be regarded as measuring reduc‑
tion rate, rather than accuracy rate. As a result, the broad‑
casters explained that, as per the findings of this assessment, 
all broadcasters were in noncompliance with their conditions 
of licence relating to the accuracy rate for the closed caption‑
ing of live English‑language programming.

In view of this, the CRTC started a consultation pro‑
cess in 2015 calling for comments on alternative methods 
to assess quality in live captioning [16]. This prompted 
the creation of the so‑called 2016 Working Group, made 
up of broadcasters, captioning providers and user associa‑
tions, which proposed a trial to adapt the NER model to 
suit Canadian circumstances and to test its validity to meas‑
ure the accuracy of live captioning on Canadian TV [17]. 
From April 2017 to June 2018, a series of live‑captioned 
programmes were assessed, using the Canadian version of 
the NER model, by 11 evaluators trained by the author of 
this article. Each program was evaluated by two separate 
evaluators. The objective of the trial was twofold: to ascer‑
tain if the NER model can produce consistent results (dif‑
ferent evaluators using the system should come to the same 
conclusions) and to find out if these results are in line with 
subjective impressions of caption quality. As for the first 
objective, the study concludes that, provided that evalua‑
tors are trained in the use of the model, its results are “reli‑
able and useful, i.e. NER results are “repeatable” within 
reasonable ranges” [1]. An additional consideration here is 
that the results show no evidence of “home‑team” bias: the 
broadcaster’s affiliated evaluators did not favour their own 
shows when their assessment was compared to that of non‑
affiliated evaluators. Consistency and lack of bias were the 
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attributes required by the Commission to demonstrate that 
a measurement system is “objective”.

As far as the second objective is concerned, i.e. the extent 
to which the NER model meets the needs of the users, the 
trial showed that, in general, the NER scores correspond to 
user satisfaction, which does not apply to the old verbatim 
scores [1]. During the course of this trial, the CRTC asked 
the Captioning Consumers Advocacy Alliance to conduct 
consumer research into the subjective impressions of qual‑
ity amongst captioning users. The results show that NER 
results and consumer perceptions align well. In general, the 
2016 Working Group concluded that “NER, as adjusted with 
the Canadian Guidelines, is an effective tool for measur‑
ing caption accuracy, and can be used with a good level of 
confidence” [1], p. 14. It also added, very much in line the 
research project conducted by Ofcom in the UK, that more 
research is needed to understand the trade‑offs involved 
in live captioning and the impact they may have on live 
captioning quality. The Group considers that the findings 
obtained during this trial will be of use to researchers “for 
years to come” [2], p. 9.

Following this report, the CRTC has published a final call 
for comments [18] proposing an amendment of the English‑
language closed captioning mandatory quality standards for 
live programming so that (a) the (Canadian) NER model, 
with a threshold of 98%, replaces the verbatim test as the 
official method for live captioning quality assessment and 
(b) that two programmes, of which one must be news, are 
assessed every month, with results published every year. 
Broadcasters and captioning providers are expected to dis‑
cuss any monitored program scoring below the accuracy 
threshold and to provide a report describing the remedial 
action to be undertaken.

To conclude, this section has shown two different 
approaches to quality assessment in MA by media regula‑
tors. The soft approach adopted in the US and Australia may 
lead to an inclusion of content on quality in official caption‑
ing standards, but it is based on user complaints and, as such, 
does not entail the assessment of live subtitling quality. In 
contrast, the examples of the UK and Canada show that, if 
the regulator is willing to invest time and resources to con‑
duct research, audit‑driven approaches (whether involving 
reporting, as in the UK, or regulating, as in Canada) can 
lead to tangible improvements in the quality of live captions 
and to a more thorough understanding by all stakeholders of 
what this complex issue involves.

5  Companies and end users

As well as researchers and regulators, companies and users 
(or user associations) also play an important role in quality 
assessment.

As shown in the case of the Ofcom project, it is not 
uncommon to find certain resistance amongst companies to 
the idea of an external quality review. During the consulta‑
tion period, some content providers advised Ofcom to adopt 
a complaint‑based system, arguing that the assessment pro‑
posed was too time‑consuming, of limited public value and 
redundant given the daily use of existent in‑house quality 
checks [36], pp. 9–11. In its reply, Ofcom explained that, 
although interesting and useful, a complaint‑based approach 
is no substitute for a thorough quality assessment system, 
and encouraged companies to pursue both [36], pp. 13–14. 
Ofcom added that in‑house quality assessment tools do not 
suffice, as they are not available to other broadcasters or 
viewers and their results are not comparable between broad‑
casters. Many of these internal tools are based mostly on 
the analysis of the subtitles, rather than on the comparison 
between the audio and the subtitles, as the latter requires 
spending a great deal of time transcribing the audio. It thus 
makes sense to use these methods for the daily or at least 
regular assessment of quality, saving the NER model for the 
analysis of specific samples. An alternative for this is the so‑
called NER at‑a‑glance, designed by the company AiMedia, 
which consists of applying the model live by comparing the 
subtitles with the audio and assigning errors in real time, 
with no need for transcription.

Another interesting contribution that companies can make 
to quality assessment in MA is to integrate the assessment 
model used in the assessment as part of their in‑house train‑
ing. This can allow the staff to internalise it and to be famil‑
iar with it as they gain professional experience. Following 
from the Ofcom project, several companies in the UK incor‑
porated the NER model or some of its features to their in‑
house respeaking training programmes. Finally, companies 
can be even more involved in quality assessment in MA if, 
as is the case with AiMedia, they require their professionals 
to be certified as respeakers. AiMedia has done this through 
LiRICS (Live Respeaking International Certification Stand‑
ard), a system that assesses the performance of professional 
respeakers with the NER model [49]. The data obtained so 
far from the candidates’ tests bear a striking resemblance 
to the results of the Ofcom study, which shows that these 
respeakers are performing at a professional standard.

In any case, regardless of the degree of involvement in 
quality assessment, any effort in this regard can help a com‑
pany offer a better service for the users and can allow the 
possibility of using quality as a distinctive selling point.

Finally, an analysis of quality assessment in MA cannot 
be completed without exploring the role played by the users. 
This is in line with the shift from a maker‑centred to a user‑
centred approach in MA and with the “increasing attention 
towards users as bearers of valuable knowledge for the inves‑
tigation of accessibility processes and phenomena” [28]. 
Models of assessment may in this regard be user‑focused, 
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user‑informed, user‑led and/or user‑friendly. As explained 
in Sect. 3, the NER model is user‑focused in that the final 
score is based on the potential impact that the different types 
of errors analysed may have on the viewers’ comprehension. 
The model is also user‑informed, as the classification of the 
different degrees of error severity (minor, standard and seri‑
ous) is based on reception studies with viewers from several 
countries. The fact that, as found out by the projects carried 
out in Canada and Poland [1, 58], the model’s scores are 
in line with viewers’ subjective opinion of live subtitling 
quality, also shows that it is user‑informed. The model is 
not, however, user‑led, as the viewers have so far not been 
involved in its design or implementation. An exception here 
may be found in Canada, where the 2016 Working Group 
leading the live captioning project has decided to train users 
as NER evaluators. Time will tell whether this development, 
which places the users at the forefront of quality assessment, 
proves successful.

While the user‑related characteristics of the model 
mentioned so far (and especially user‑focused and user‑
informed) relate to its rigour, the last one (user‑friendly) 
relates to its transferability. If a model is user‑friendly, its 
methodology and especially its scores are accessible for the 
users, which means that they can learn from it and have a 
more informed view of quality. In the case of live subtitling 
in the UK, before the Ofcom project, the viewers’ lack of 
knowledge about the complexity involved in the production 
of live subtitles often led them to make unrealistic demands 
(“subtitles should be 100% accurate, with no delay”), which 
were quickly dismissed by the industry [47]. An assessment 
method that is straightforward and whose results are easy 
to understand enables the viewers to get to grips with the 
intricacies of live subtitling and to make more informed 
demands that are more likely to have an effect on companies 
and regulators, which may be seen as one of the key roles 
played by the users.

6  Conclusions

Despite the widespread consensus in academia and in the 
industry about the need to shift our attention from the quan‑
tity to the quality of MA, any attempt to propose an actual 
method to assess this quality is bound to face considerable 
resistance, often expressed in arguments such as “it is too 
costly or time‑consuming to be practical” or “quality can‑
not be defined, since there are as many views on quality as 
there are users”.

This paper has attempted to show that quality assessment 
in MA can be possible if the different stakeholders involved 
agree that the inevitable compromises that they have to 
make are outweighed by the benefits they can obtain regard‑
ing quality. Researchers are normally expected to develop 

rigorous models of assessment that are research‑informed, 
valid, reliable and user‑focused, but in order to ensure that 
they are taken up by the industry, these models must also 
be transferable (straightforward, flexible and valid for train‑
ing). Regulators must often make a choice between adopt‑
ing a soft or a hard approach. The former tackles quality 
only superficially and has proved to have little or no effect 
on professional practice or on the viewers’ experience. The 
latter requires investing time and resources to learn about 
existing studies and to conduct research, but it also results 
in tangible improvements in quality. Companies must be 
willing to accept external reviews and even to modify their 
training processes, but they can benefit from the improved 
performance of their staff and from the possibility of using 
quality as a selling point. Finally, in order to have a voice 
in this area, the users may be expected to make themselves 
available for reception research (so that assessment models 
are user‑informed) and to engage with the method and the 
results of the quality assessment. This has proved success‑
ful in those countries in which it has happened and it has 
enabled users to have more informed and realistic demands 
that can lead to effective changes and, ultimately, to better 
access.

The journey to effective quality assessment in MA is long 
and busy, but some of the examples included here show that 
it can also be successful. There should be no excuse not to 
try it, especially because the other option is not to do any‑
thing, which, at this stage, should not be an option at all.
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